We study some compactness properties of the natural operational calculus for groups of operators.
1. Let { T(t) 11 real} be a strongly continuous group of operators on a Banach space X. Let MT be the class of all complex Borel measures m on the real line R such that ■ m |r = f\\T(t)\\d\m\(t)< ».
Mr is a Banach algebra for the usual operations with measures and for the norm || •||r. The image AT of MT under the Fourier transform m->ih is a Banach algebra of bounded continuous complex functions on R, with the usual pointwise operations and with the norm \\m\\T = \\m\\T.
If mt denotes the delta measure at t and ft(s) = mt{s) =exp(its) (t, sER), then mtEMT (ftEAT) and (1) IWIrHHIrHlTXOH, 1ER.
Let 7" be a Banach algebra of complex functions on R which contains the functions/( (tER). An T'-operational calculus for T(-) is a continuous representation of 7" on X which sends ft to T(t) for all 1ER.
ForfEAT, define the operator r(/) on X by (2) r{f)x = f T(t)xdm{t) (xE X, f = mE AT).
t is an ^r-operational calculus for T(-) with ||r|| = 1 (cf. (1)); we call it the natural operational calculus for T(-).
The operational calculus may be localized as follows. Mir, = f\¡Tit)x\\d\m\ (0 < «o, with the norm || -\\tx-The map ri-)x'. Atx-*X defined by (2) is a continuous linear mapping of norm 1, such that rift)x = Tit)x and rifg)x = rif)rig)x ifEAT, gEATx). This proves the nontrivial part of (i), and (ii) is proved by the same argument. The first term on the right tends to 0 as «, m-* °° (Dominated Convergence), and the second term is ^2e. Hence \h"\ is Cauchy in At, and the first part of the theorem follows.
The group F(-) is
2. Let S(-) and T(-) he temperate, and suppose As(Q) is compactly imbedded in At for some compact Q with nonvoid interior. There exists a nonzero C°° function g with support in Q. Let gt =
grV||S(¿)||(/GP). Then gtEAs(Q), and by (3), [December \g<\\s = f \\S(s)\\\ g(t -s)\\\S(t)\\-ids/2TT
= j \\S(l + u)\\ ||S(/)|h | g(-u) | du/lT í/||5(t *(-«) | ¿n/2x = |I«IU (IGÍ).
Therefore, the set {g¡|/£i?| has limit points in AT, which are also limit points in the topology induced on At by the weak* topology on La(R) (because || r(-)|| ^ 1). However, g,->0 (as | ¿| ->«> ) in the latter topology, since for each hEL1(R), Theorem 3. Let T(-) be a strongly continuous group of operators, and let xEX. If T(-) is bounded away from zero and x is nonregular, then At(Q) is compactly imbedded in Atx for each compact QER-Conversely, if T(-) is temperate and At(Q) is compactly imbedded in Atx for some compact set Q with nonvoid interior, then x is nonregular.
Corollary.
Let T(-) be a temperate strongly continuous group of operators. Then x is a regular vector for T(-) iff the injection At(Q) -^Aix is not compact for any compact set Q with nonvoid interior.
3. Remarks. The existence of regular vectors seems to be a difficult question in general. Observe that if S(-) and N(-) are commuting groups of operators, and S(-) is uniformly bounded, then the groups T(-)=S(-)N (-) and N(-) have the same (strongly) regular vectors. This follows from the estimate (withP = supji||5(-)||):
\\T(t)x\\/\\T(t)\\ ê K-*\\S(t)N(t)4/l\N(t)]\ à K-2\\N(t)4/\\N(t)\\.
In particular, every nonzero vector is strongly regular for a uniformly bounded group.
Proposition. If T is a real spectral operator of finite type, then the group T(t) = eitT possesses regular vectors.
Proof. Let T = S+N be the canonical decomposition of P (cf. The following example of R. Beals shows that the "finite type" hypothesis cannot be omitted in the above proposition. by (1) . Letting w->°o, we obtain that the Iim sup is 0. Similarly, the lim sup as t->-co is 0. Since x was arbitrary, this shows that A'(-) has no regular vectors.
